In modern programming languages, automatic memory management has become a standard feature for allocating and freeing memory. In this paper, we show that the performance of today's managed languages can degrade significantly due to cache contention among multiple concurrent applications that share a cache. To address this problem, we propose to change the programs' memory access patterns by adjusting the nursery size. We propose Dynamic Nursery Allocator (DNA), an online dynamic scheme that automatically adjusts the nursery sizes of multiple managed-language programs running concurrently without any prior knowledge or offline profiling. The experimental results on a native Intel machine show that DNA can significantly improve the system throughput by 16.3% on average and as much as 73% over today's nursery sizing scheme when four applications run concurrently sharing the last-level cache.
Introduction
Automatic memory management is used in many modern programming languages as a way to allocate and free objects without explicit programmer involvement. The programmer can focus on writing functional aspects of code instead of having to worry about correctly allocating objects and debugging memory bugs related to improper allocation or freeing of objects. In most cases, a language runtime will allocate objects on demand as needed by the program and use periodic garbage collection to free dead objects. In order to amortize its cost, garbage collection must be run at infrequent intervals. In some cases, the cost of automatic memory management can be less than the cost of stack allocation [3] .
In this paper, we show that the performance of automatic memory management can be significantly affected by cache sharing among multiple concurrent applications, and propose Dynamic Nursery Allocator (DNA), a new dynamic memory management scheme that automatically adjusts managed memory at run-time considering the cache interference. Unfortunately, handling cache interference in the context of multiple applications in managed languages has not been adequately explored previously. We found that cache thrashing can happen even with as few as two to four concurrently running applications. This problem is particularly important for modern multi-core processors with shared caches, whether on a personal device running multiple instances of JavaScript or on a Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) cloud service where many application instances are sharing underlying hardware. We believe that the problem will be increasingly important as the number of cores per chip increases.
While cache interference in multi-core processors has been heavily studied, managed languages enable a new approach to handle cache interference, which is not possible in traditional multi-programmed workloads. In particular, automatic memory management provides parameters that allow us to actively change an application's memory access behavior and more effectively manage shared caches instead of considering the application's memory access patterns as fixed. DNA adjusts the nursery size in a cache-aware fashion to intelligently balance cache interference and garbage collection overhead. To reduce cache interference and reduce an application's memory footprint, a smaller nursery size can be used. However, smaller nursery sizes lead to more frequent garbage collection (GC) and increased GC overhead. As a result, a good nursery size of an application depends on both the application's own characteristics and other applications that share the cache.
DNA is implemented and evaluated on an Intel i7-based platform running a broad range of Python benchmarks. The experimental results show that today's static nursery sizing heuristic, which does not consider cache interference and contention, leads to significantly lower performance compared to the case with cache-aware nursery sizes. The performance gap becomes even more significant as we increase the number of concurrent applications. The results also show that DNA is quite effective in determining good nursery sizes and can significantly increase performance over today's baseline. When four programs run concurrently, the proposed scheme improves the system throughput by 16 .3% on average and up to 73%. The performance improvements for individual programs can be as high as 3.1x. On average, this throughput is within 9.3% of the throughput achievable using the best combination of nursery sizes for each workload determined through offline profiling.
The following summarizes the main contributions:
• To the best of our knowledge, this paper represents the first to identify the interaction between cache sharing and managed language performance in the case of multiple concurrent programs. The paper also shows that changing memory access behavior by adjusting parameters in automatic memory management can be an effective tool for reducing cache contention. • The paper develops an analytical model to better understand the interactions between the execution time of a managed language program and the cache and nursery sizes. • The paper presents Dynamic Nursery Allocator (DNA), which can automatically adjust the nursery size at run-time without offline profiling. • The paper implements and evaluates the proposed scheme on a real-world system and demonstrates significant performance benefits. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background materials on automatic memory management, and discusses the trade-off between garbage collection and cache performance for a single program. Section 3 introduces the cache-sharing problem that we identify as a new challenge. Section 4 presents an analytical model that captures the main interactions between an effective cache size and the best nursery size and describes DNA based on the intuitions from the model. Section 5 evaluates the effectiveness of our approach. Section 6 discusses related work, and Section 7 concludes the paper.
Automatic Memory Management
In managed languages, the language runtime allocates objects on demand as needed by the program and uses periodic garbage collection to free dead objects. This section describes how garbage collection is typically implemented in modern languages and discusses how the garbage collection interacts with caches in modern microprocessors.
Generational Garbage Collection
Garbage collection can be performed based on reference counts or tracing of live objects. Trace-based garbage collection is used in most modern programming language implementations due to the high computational overhead and other limitations (e.g. difficulty in dealing with cycles) of reference counting. The tracing garbage collection works by following a root set of pointers to objects and from pointers in those objects to other objects. All objects that can be reached through tracing are considered live objects while those that have no pointers to them are considered dead objects.
As the number of allocated objects increases, tracing all objects in the full memory space becomes expensive. Generational garbage collection [22] is an optimized form of tracing garbage collection where the memory space is broken down into segments, with objects in a particular segment being of a particular łagež. Garbage collection is performed on the different segments at different intervals. It is used in high performance implementations of modern programming languages, such as Java [24] , Python [26] , and C# [38] .
Generational garbage collection in its most basic form segments the memory into a space for young objects, sometimes called nursery, and another space for old objects called old space. The nursery is small compared to the old space so that minor garbage collection happens frequently in the nursery, while major garbage collection happens infrequently in the old space in order to amortize the larger overhead. Most objects die during the minor garbage collection cycle and only a small percentage of objects in the nursery are moved to the old space if they survive one or more minor garbage collection cycles.
Trade-off between Garbage Collection and
Cache Performance The interval at which minor garbage collection is run is directly related to the nursery size. Objects are allocated in the nursery in a sequential fashion. Once the nursery fills up, the minor garbage collection will run. In order to amortize the overhead of garbage collection, it can be run at infrequent intervals by increasing the nursery size. With less frequent garbage collection, the overall garbage collection overhead becomes lower and more objects die in the nursery. Unfortunately, simply increasing the nursery size can hurt the cache performance and can negatively impact the overall execution time.
To study this further, we run PyPy [6] , a popular Python runtime, on ZSim [30] , an x86 simulator, with the parameters shown in Table 1 . The native hardware that is used in the evaluation section does not support cache partitioning, so the simulator is used to experiment with changes in LLC size. In addition, all results in Sections 2 and 3, even those that do not require changing LLC sizes, use the simulator to make them consistent and comparable. Figure 1 shows the last-level cache (LLC) miss-rate averaged across 50 benchmarks (see Table 4 ) running individually without interference for a processor with an 8MB LLC. When the nursery size exceeds the cache size of 8MB, the miss-rate sharply increases because initializations to newly-allocated objects will result in off-chip memory accesses to bring the corresponding cache lines into the on-chip cache [17, 31] . On the other hand, when the nursery does fit into the cache, nursery accesses to new objects after a garbage collection cycle reuses memory locations already in the cache. Figure 2 shows the corresponding execution times for ZSim with an 8MB LLC normalized to a 4MB nursery (i.e. nursery is half the cache size) and averaged across the 50 benchmarks. As the nursery size increases, the garbage collection (GC) overhead decreases. However, the execution time of the program increases due to the poor cache performance. On the other hand, as nursery size decreases, the garbage collection overhead increases and the execution time of the program also increases. Figure 3 shows how the trade-off varies for different benchmarks. In some cases, such as for float, the reduction in garbage collection overhead for larger nursery sizes is greater than the additional overhead due to poor cache performance. In other cases, such as for xml_etree_parse, the additional overhead due to poor cache performance is greater than the reduction in overhead from less frequent garbage collection, and a smaller nursery size leads to better performance. These results suggest that sizing the nursery based on application characteristics as well as the cache size has a potential to yield better performance than today's static sizing scheme that sets the nursery size to be the half of the last-level cache (LLC) size. The results also show that a large nursery size such as 32MB can lead to significant performance overhead for some programs, which explains why today's heuristic sets the nursery size to be smaller than the LLC size.
For the remainder of the paper, we use 32MB as the maximum nursery size for all benchmarks as it is large enough to make the GC overhead negligible and is much larger than the LLC size that we evaluate. We assume that this is a platformspecific value set considering the cache size and memory capacity. While the maximum nursery size can be set for each application individually, the performance difference will be small. We use the same value for simplicity.
Cache-Sharing Effect
The previous studies on the interactions between the onchip cache size and the nursery size primarily focused on the trade-off for a single program with a fixed cache size. In this section, we show that the trade-off also depends significantly on the interference among multiple concurrent programs when the cache is shared by multiple cores. The experiments in this section use also use ZSim (see Table 1 ) to study the impact of cache sharing for varying LLC sizes.
Impact on Optimal Nursery Size
When multiple applications are running on the same multicore processor, the LLC will be shared among them. As a result, the effective cache size for each program will be less than the total physical cache size. As an application's missrate often increases significantly when its nursery does not fit into the cache, a program needs to use a smaller nursery to achieve good cache performance when its effective cache size is reduced due to sharing. At the same time, the garbage collection overhead at the smaller nursery size will be higher. If the performance improvement from the reduced cache pressure is higher than the increased garbage collection overhead, the smaller nursery size will lead to better overall performance. On the other hand, if the garbage collection overhead dominates, then a large nursery will be better; the large nursery decreases the garbage collection overhead at the expense of more cache misses. Figure 4 shows how the optimal nursery size for different benchmarks changes as the LLC size is varied. The benchmarks are running in isolation without interference, but the change in LLC size serves as a proxy for modeling the changing effective cache size. The optimal nursery size is determined empirically by sweeping nursery sizes 0.5MB, 1MB-8MB at 1MB increments, 32MB and choosing the size that results in the best performance. For all benchmarks except for float, the optimal nursery size for an 8MB cache is between 2MB and 6MB. As the cache size decreases, the optimal nursery size decreases until the cache size reaches a certain point. At that point, the garbage collection overhead becomes greater than the cache performance overhead, and the maximum nursery size (e.g. 32MB) becomes the best choice. This threshold point, which we call the saturation threshold, depends on the program characteristics and is specific to each program. Some benchmarks such as rietveld and krakatau reach this threshold when the cache size is large, while other benchmarks such as xml_etree_* reach this threshold when the cache size is small. This variation can be explained by looking at Figure 3 . Since xml_etree_* have a large performance penalty when the nursery size exceeds the cache size, it is important for the nursery to fit into the LLC for these benchmarks. Their optimal nursery size decreases as LLC size decreases. In that sense, programs with a smaller threshold will be affected more by cache sharing. Figure 5 . The performance penalty of fixed nursery sizing over the optimal nursery sizing at varying cache sizes. Figure 5 shows the problem of using a fixed nursery size without considering cache sharing, which reduces the effective cache size. The graph shows the performance penalty when the cache size is reduced to less than 8MB. The results show the averages over 50 Python benchmarks. The first scheme sets the nursery to be half the original cache size (4MB nursery for 8MB cache). The second scheme sets the nursery to be the maximum nursery size (32MB). The third scheme sets the nursery size to be half the actual cache size (Cache Size / 2). The final scheme sets the nursery size to be the optimal size when the application has 8MB cache to itself (Best @ 8MB LLC).
All these schemes have significantly lower performance compared to the optimal nursery sizing. In other words, the nursery sizing schemes that do not consider cache sharing lead to significant performance penalty. Even in the final scheme, the optimal nursery size when the application has 8MB cache to itself becomes sub-optimal for smaller cache sizes. The average performance penalty reaches close to 25% when the optimal nursery size for an 8MB cache is used for a 2MB cache. For sizes less than 2MB, the average penalty decreases because more applications reach the saturation threshold and the maximum nursery size becomes optimal. Also, note that the penalty for individual programs can be much higher than the average shown in the figure. The results suggest that choosing the optimal nursery size at a single cache size is not sufficient to achieve good performance when a cache is shared among multiple programs. There is an opportunity to significantly improve overall performance if we can carefully choose the nursery size for each program considering the effective cache capacity that is smaller than the physical cache size due to sharing.
4 Cache-Aware Nursery Sizing
Overview
Our cache-aware nursery sizing scheme aims to improve performance of multiple managed-language programs running concurrently with a shared cache by automatically adjusting their nursery sizes at run-time without prior knowledge or offline profiling. There are multiple technical challenges that need to be addressed in order to achieve this goal. In order to determine a good nursery size for a shared cache, we need a better understanding of how the optimal nursery size changes when the effective cache size changes due to sharing. We also need run-time techniques to obtain individual program characteristics and measure cache contention among multiple programs without relying on offline profiling. Then, we need an efficient algorithm to determine a good nursery size for each program. Finally, the run-time operations need to be simple and low-cost in order to provide speed-ups; the overhead of monitoring programs and determining nursery sizes should not outweigh the performance improvements from better nursery size choices.
This section presents our dynamic nursery sizing scheme, named DNA, and discusses how we address the above technical challenges. We first introduce an analytical model that provides us an intuition for how to adjust the nursery size as the effective cache size changes. The model shows that the nursery size for each program can be chosen from two trade-off points, either the largest nursery size where the program working set still fits into the shared cache or the maximum nursery size. We propose a low-cost cache probing scheme to efficiently determine the nursery size that fits into the cache considering cache contention and program characteristics at run-time, and we introduce performance estimation methods to choose good nursery sizes.
Analytical Model
Cache sharing impacts the nursery sizes primarily by changing the effective cache size that each program gets at runtime. In order to understand how to determine a good nursery size to use, we consider the impact of changing the cache size on an execution time profile of a program, which shows the execution time at various nursery sizes. We start with a profile T (S N , S C ) at a single cache size S C and various nursery sizes S N :
where T GC (S N , S C ) is the time of garbage collection and T N GC (S N , S C ) is the execution time of an application (i.e. non-GC time). Our goal is to predict the profile T (S N , S ′ C ) for a different cache size S ′ C . We do this by considering the two terms of the equation separately.
GC Execution Time
The nursery size changes the number of dynamic instructions that are executed for garbage collection and directly affects the GC execution time. It also determines how often GC runs and how many objects survive after each GC period. For example, with a smaller nursery, garbage collection is run more often and more objects survive than with a larger nursery. In the case of GC execution time, caching only has a second-order effect. Therefore, to simplify our model, we make the following approximation:
The effect of the nursery fitting and not fitting in the cache during garbage collection can be seen from the shift in the curves in Figure 6 . Although, the execution time curves for garbage collection at different cache sizes diverge for small nursery and cache sizes, we found that we could still choose good nursery sizes with this approximation.
Non-GC Execution Time
Unlike the GC case, the nursery size does not affect the number of instructions for the non-GC execution. It primarily affects the non-GC cycle count through its interaction with the caches. We break this interaction into two components. First, there is the effect of cache contention among accesses within the nursery itself. If the nursery is too large to fit in the cache, bringing new nursery blocks into the cache may evict other nursery blocks. Second, there is the effect of cache contention between the non-nursery working set and the nursery.
In the case where the program only uses the nursery, the execution time will be small and there will be no cache miss as long as the nursery fits in the cache. Once the nursery size reaches the cache size, the cache miss-rate will increase until it saturates. While the saturation point varies based on each program's access patterns, we can bound it analytically. Consider a cache with the following parameters: size (capacity) S C , block size b, N s sets, and N w ways. In the worst case, the saturation point will be when the nursery size (S N ) is equal to S C + S C /N w which represents the nursery being larger by one cache block for every cache way. As shown in Figure 7 (a), this case happens when the nursery is sequentially accessed with no reuse of earlier parts of the nursery. The LRU policy implies that every access will miss. In the best case, the saturation point will be when S N = 2 * S C . As shown in Figure 7 (b) and Figure 7 (c), this case happens if the nursery access pattern has temporal reuses that match the LRU policy. For example, the repeated nursery access pattern of [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1], where the nursery is accessed again in a reverse order before a garbage collection, results in 6 hits out of 9 accesses as shown in Figure 7 (b). In essence, reuse of earlier nursery blocks can have cache hits even if the nursery is larger than the cache. In our model, we conservatively assume that the saturation point occurs at 2 * S C . Figure 8 shows the results of a cache simulation of two different benchmarks with an 8MB cache. The overall missrate curve includes accesses to both the nursery and the nonnursery. The curves of nursery-only and non-nursery only show the miss rates when those accesses are done in isolation on an 8MB cache. Figure 8 (a) shows close to the worst case access pattern for nursery accesses. Figure 8(b) shows close to the best case access pattern for nursery accesses. For both benchmarks, the nursery-only miss-rates are relevant only when the nursery exceeds the cache size. Now, let us consider the effect of non-nursery accesses on the cache performance. Although the non-nursery cache accesses generally have low miss-rates, they interfere with nursery accesses. As shown in Figure 8 , there is little effect of the nursery size on the miss-rate of non-nursery accesses if performed in isolation. However, the overall miss-rate curve shows a significant increase in cache misses before the nursery size reaches the cache size.
We define the effective cache size for nursery as the nursery size where the miss rate starts to increase and can compute it as S N ,W = S C − S W where S W is the non-nursery working set size of the program. If the non-nursery working set is small, then the nursery size can be larger before it begins to interfere. If the non-nursery working set is large, the miss-rate begins to increase at a smaller nursery size. For example, S W is 0.2MB and S N ,W is 7.8MB for Figure 8 (a). S W is 2MB and S N ,W is 6MB for Figure 8(b) . In our model, we assume that the non-nursery working set size is roughly fixed regardless of cache and nursery sizes, and predict the non-GC execution-time curve for a different cache size by shifting a known curve while keeping S W as a constant. If the cache size were 4MB for example, then S N ,W would be 3.8MB for Figure 8 We can combine the effect of both components to compute T N GC at a different cache size S ′ C as follows: 
Dynamic Nursery Allocator (DNA)
In this subsection, we describe how DNA can adjust the nursery size during run-time based on program phase behavior and cache contention from other programs. This approach requires no knowledge of the programs that are running and no input from the programmer. We use cache miss-rate and execution time measurements and insights from our analytical model to predict and set the nursery size at runtime. While the insights and observations from the analytical model are used, the DNA algorithm does not directly evaluate the analytical model. As a result, DNA can be run with low overhead.
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In Equation 1, we expect T GC to be a monotonically decreasing function that has its minimal value at the maximum nursery size, which we call S N , M AX . On the other hand, T N GC is minimal at any point where S N < S N ,W . Therefore, the overall equation T has two local minima: one near S N ,W (the effective cache size for nursery) where garbage collection overhead is moderate and cache performance overhead is low and one at S N , M AX where garbage collection overhead is low and cache performance overhead is high. DNA first estimates the value of S N ,W . It then tries to predict the trade-off between running at S N ,W and S N , M AX by evaluating whether
The parameters are depicted in Figure 9 .
Cache Probing: Estimating S N ,W
In order to compare the two local minimum points, we first need to determine the effective cache size for nursery. This point can change at run-time based on program characteristics and other programs that contend for the cache. To determine this size, we note that objects are sequentially allocated in the nursery and temporal reuses over a long time period are rare (i.e. most objects die young). Therefore, we can consider the nursery as a large array that is being sequentially accessed. Due to the LRU cache replacement policy, the beginning of the nursery is most likely to be evicted before the later parts.
To find S N ,W , we need to find the nursery size at which the beginning of the nursery gets evicted by other memory accesses. We use cache probing at fixed nursery allocation intervals (such as after every allocation of 256KB) to access a unique set of memory addresses at the beginning of the nursery. Accessing unique memory addresses eliminates the possibility of measuring hits due to a corrupted LRU order in the cache from a previous probe. When a small portion of the nursery that fits into the cache has been allocated, the cache probing will lead to small access times, indicating that the beginning of the nursery is still in the cache. As we allocate more of the nursery, there will be a point when the access times increase indicating that the nursery is no longer fitting in the cache. We use statistical outlier detection and maintain a history of previous probe values to determine whether the access time increase is significant. If it is, then we set S N ,W to be the allocation size at which this happens.
Estimating ∆T GC
In order to estimate ∆T GC , we need to estimate T GC at the nursery sizes S N ,W and S N , M AX . Since GC time is amortized by running garbage collection less frequently, we can use the observed T GC from a previous garbage collection at a certain nursery size S N to make a first order estimate of GC at a different point S ′ N :
At program initialization, when there is no historical value, we approximate the first GC time as being a fixed percentage of the measured non-GC time. We use 25% based on empirical studies.
The time of each garbage collection can vary over the course of program execution due to the types of data structures used by the program and the object survival rates. As a result, there is an accuracy trade-off between using T GC from a recent garbage collection for a significantly different nursery size (S N , RC N T ) and T GC from a less-recent garbage collection for the nursery size that is close to S N ,W or S N , M AX (S N ,C LS E ); using S N , RC N T reflects the current program phase, while S N ,C LS E requires less extrapolation. We found that Equation 4 tends to over-estimate the GC time at smaller nursery sizes, and using min(T GC (S N ,RC N T ),T GC (S N ,C LS E )) works well for the purpose of choosing good nursery sizes.
Estimating ∆T N GC
∆ T N GC is the difference in non-GC execution time when using the smaller nursery size of S N ,W that fits in the cache and the larger nursery size of S N , M AX that does not. The difference primarily comes from the cache miss penalty (in cycles) of missing in the nursery for object initializations. Since the maximum nursery size is already known, we can estimate this difference if we have the cache miss penalty. Initially, when we do not have any measurements of program execution time, we start with a rough estimate of the additional cycle penalty per byte allocated by measuring time to access a small (512KB) array twice. The first access to the array results in all misses, while the second access to the array results in all hits.
During the program execution, we can improve the cache penalty estimates using the actual non-GC execution time (T N GC ) at S N ,W and S N , M AX , and take the difference. However, the program phase may change between the two garbage collection periods, and comparing the non-GC time between two different program phases may not provide accurate enough estimates. Also, trying both nursery sizes frequently can incur non-trivial overhead of using sub-optimal nursery sizes. To improve accuracy with low overhead, we exploit the observation that, when we switch the nursery size from S N ,W to S N , MAX , the nursery allocations until we reach S N ,W still hit in the cache after garbage collection. After the allocation passes S N ,W , nursery allocations start to miss in the cache. Therefore, we can do a partial measurement of T N GC for S N < S N ,W (cache hits) and another measurement for S N > S N ,W (cache misses). We scale the results to represent the same number of bytes allocated and subtract the times to get the difference. To reduce noise, we maintain a running average of our cache performance penalty from multiple measurements.
Implementation Details
DNA is implemented as a nursery allocator that allocates at the chunk granularity. We use 256KB for the chunks to balance between too many allocator calls and fine-grain decision-making. The allocator is called after every 256KB of a nursery is initialized with objects. Based on the estimates of S N ,W , ∆T N GC , and ∆T GC , the allocator can decide whether to allocate another 256KB chunk for the program to continue execution or perform garbage collection (GC). By choosing to perform GC instead of allocating another chunk, the allocator can control the nursery size dynamically at run-time. Figure 10 depicts the control flow diagram of the core DNA algorithm. The allocator starts by recording the non-GC time that is measured between allocator calls. If less than the maximum nursery size has been allocated, then it will perform S N ,W estimation to update S N ,W using cache probing. When the nursery allocation reaches S N ,W , the expression ∆T GC +∆T N GC is evaluated to determine whether S N ,W or S N , MAX should be used as the nursery size. In order to keep the estimates up-to-date, the algorithm forces the nursery size to switch if the same nursery size is used for 15 consecutive GC cycles. When the decision is made to perform garbage collection, ∆T N GC is updated based on the recorded non-GC time. After the garbage collection, the GC time is recorded so that it can be later used to estimate ∆T GC . Once GC is run, the algorithm restarts allocation from an empty nursery to determine the next nursery size.
Evaluation
Experimental Setup
Our experiments are run on an Intel i7-based system as shown in Table 2 . We run our experiments using PyPy [6] , which is a high-performance implementation of Python with generational garbage collection and just-in-time compilation. While we do not experiment with other languages, we believe that the proposed technique is general and can be applied to other managed languages with generational garbage collection where the same trade-off between garbage collection and cache performance exists.
For the baseline, we use PyPy's default static nursery sizing where the nursery size is set to be one half of the machine's last-level cache size (e.g. 4MB in our case). In order to compare to the performance of ideal static nursery sizes, we try all possible combinations of nursery sizes for each group of benchmarks. Since the nursery size is a continuous variable in PyPy (in some runtimes, it has to be a power of 2), we choose 5 discrete nursery size points to enumerate possible nursery-size combinations: 1MB, 2MB, 4MB, 8MB, and 32MB. For groups of 2 benchmarks, we have 25 combinations. For groups of 3 benchmarks, we have 125 combinations. For groups of 4 benchmarks, we have 625 combinations. In our Table 3 . For benchmarks, we use a wide array of applications to get a representative sample of real-world applications. We use a combination of benchmarks from the official Python benchmark suite [27] and benchmarks from the PyPy benchmark suite. In total, we evaluate our designs with 50 benchmarks. The benchmarks are listed in Table 4 along with the acronyms used in the figures.
To study cache contention among applications, we need to choose groups of applications that will run concurrently. Instead of manually selecting applications based on known characteristics, we randomly select groups of applications. In some cases multiple instances of the same application can also run together. We study running 2, 3, and 4 applications concurrently. For the groups of 2 or 3 benchmarks, the figures show the results for all groups that we used in the experiments. For the groups of 4 benchmarks, our averages include all 68 groups but we only show 34 in our graphs for readability. They are selected by sampling every other group after sorting based on performance improvement. More groups are evaluated for the 4-application case as it is a more interesting case for cache contention. All results are shown (i.e. no cherry picking) and no group is repeated.
We run each benchmark group until the longest running benchmark completes at least one execution. We repeatedly run shorter running applications so they continue to interfere with the longer running applications. We use the rdtsc instruction to obtain the total execution time and the garbage collection time of the first run for each benchmark. As a performance metric, we compute the system throughput (STP) using the following equation:
where the performance of each application running in a group is normalized to the performance when running alone with the nursery size of 4MB. We use GNU Parallel [35] to schedule the applications to run concurrently on the processor cores in a way that reduces the possibility of multiple applications running on the same physical core. Our processor has 4 physical cores and 8 virtual cores with hyper-threading. As our study focuses on cache contention, we do not use hyper-threading and each application gets a dedicated physical core.
Performance Results
Here, we evaluate how well our nursery sizing scheme performs when running applications in groups by looking at Figure 13 . Detailed throughput results when running four applications concurrently.
the system throughput. Figures 11, 12, and 13 show the performance results for individual application groups. For each graph, the groups are ordered by the improvement of our nursery sizing scheme over the baseline. The results show that DNA consistently outperforms the baseline nursery sizing scheme even without prior profiling. The system throughput is improved by 10.4%, 13.9%, and 16.3% on average compared to the baseline. The average improvements are within 8.1%, 7.5%, 9.3% of the best for the groups of 2, 3, and 4 applications, respectively. DNA improves the system throughput by over 15% for 5/23 groups of 2 applications, by over 20% for 6/19 groups of 3 applications, and by over 30% for 13/68 groups of 4 applications. In addition, the maximum improvement is 107%, 36%, 73% for groups of 2, 3, and 4 applications respectively. Individual applications can have performance improvements as high as 3.1x. This happens for a workload consisting of XMR, FLT, PYF, and CHS (not shown in Figure 13 due to the limited space) with individual benchmarks improving by 1.12x, 3.1x, 1.28x, and 1.26x, respectively, and the resulting overall improvement being 1.73x (or 73%). There are a few cases where DNA can do better than even the best static nursery sizing scheme, demonstrating one of the benefits of adapting the nursery size at run-time based on the program phase behavior.
DNA is a run-time scheme without offline profiling, so it needs time to monitor program behaviors to make good predictions. DNA also assumes that the past program characteristics are good indicators of future behaviors. DNA performs slightly worse than the baseline for a small number of cases when these assumptions are not met. In the first case, some benchmarks only run for a short period and do not perform enough garbage collection cycles. For example, UNL does not perform any garbage collection, and CRY only has a small number of garbage collection cycles. In the second case, DNA does not adapt quickly enough when program characteristics change rapidly. For example, FNN and XMG need to switch from a large to small nursery sizes every three or four garbage collection cycles. DNA can be improved by incorporating offline profiling to quickly predict good nursery sizes for the short-running benchmarks, or by more explicitly detecting and remembering program phases to more quickly adapt to changes.
Dynamic Scheduling
Here, we consider the case where many applications are scheduled to run together on the machine. We run 16 applications in an alphabetical order with a maximum of 4 running concurrently on the cores of the machine. The cache contention changes over time as applications starts and ends. In Figure 14 , DNA is compared to the baseline scheme of setting the nursery to be 4MB. We are able to improve the execution time of the applications by an average of 8.2% and by more than 10% for 7 of the 16 benchmarks. This demonstrates the benefits of having a dynamic scheme over a static scheme.
Overhead of Dynamic Allocation Decisions
Since DNA is invoked after every 256KB of nursery allocated, it introduces additional overhead over the baseline design.
By measuring the execution time spent in the DNA code, we find that the runtime overhead is trivial. Across the 50 benchmarks, DNA overhead is on average less than 1% of the overall execution time. In all cases, it is less than 4% of the overall execution time with more than half the benchmarks having less than 0.5% overhead. The results suggest that the benefits of using DNA far outweigh its costs.
Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, this paper represents the first study on the impact of cache sharing between multiple managed-language applications. Eizenberg et al. [10] introduce Remix to automatically detecting false cache sharing within a single Java program and repairing it by padding class fields to eliminate memory accesses to the same cache line between cores. Their approach to addressing the cache sharing issue in the context of a single program is complementary to the approach presented in this paper.
Zhao et al. [43] identify a strong correlation between the object allocation rate and memory bus write traffic in Java programs. They conclude that scalability and performance are limited by the object allocation rate, resulting in an łallocation wallž. Our work confirms their initial experiments and shows that the effect is amplified when multiple programs run concurrently. Yang et al. [41] show that the impact of initialization is non-trivial. Sartor et al. [31] and Ismail and Suh [17] show that the łallocation wallž can be overcome by directly initializing cache lines without reading from memory using cache installation. However, cache installation will not eliminate cache thrashing between applications, and our nursery sizing technique would still be useful in such cases.
Garbage collection in the context of multiple concurrent applications has been studied, but the work focuses on improving the virtual memory performance by reducing paging. Alonso and Appel [1] discuss a holistic approach where managed runtimes adjust their working set size according to system utilization. Other work has looked at reducing paging using equation models [36] , control theory [39] , and forcing garbage collection to limit unnecessary memory usage [14] . In addition, Hertz et al. [13] describe a garbage collection algorithm that works with the virtual memory manager to guide page eviction decisions and reduce overall paging. This paper studies a new problem, which is cache contention among multiple programs.
Garbage collection has been explored in multi-core contexts, but most of the work focuses on single multi-threaded applications. For example, Ogasawara [25] studied the scalability problems of a Java-based web server running on a chip multi-processor. Using object pooling for long-lived classes, they can greatly improve the scalability and throughput of an application. There has been much work on implementations of garbage collection on multi-threaded applications [2, 9, 23, 28, 42, 44] . The designs follow Doligez and Leroy's work [9] where a small thread-private local heap is used for fast allocations and efficient garbage collection and a larger shared heap is used only when needed. Raghunathan et al. [28] extend this design to setup the heap hierarchy for further optimization in functional languages. More recent work focuses on NUMA-aware data placement in the context of automatic memory management [4, 11, 12, 44] . Gidra et al. [12] propose NumaGiC, which attempts to minimize remote accesses to memory during garbage collection through a distributed algorithm.
Previous studies have proposed to improve the locality by shaping memory accesses with garbage collection [8, 15, 16, 20] . For example, Huang et al. [16] use online profiling to determine which objects have frequently-accessed fields and use a copying garbage collector to reorder objects in a way that improves locality. The improved locality does not significantly change the cache contention among multiple programs, which is the problem that we address.
Some work considers automatically tuning garbage collection and runtime parameters [7, 19, 21, 32ś34, 37] . Jayasena et al. [19] use an autotuning algorithm to tune up 600 different JVM parameters relating to garbage collection, just-intime compilation, and class loading. Cameron et al. [7] apply economic theory to perform holistic tuning of heap sizes of multiple applications. Our work is the first to consider nursery size in the context multiple applications and show that we can tune nursery size for significant performance improvement.
Previous work discusses how to set the best nursery size for individual applications [5, 18, 29, 40] . This work further extends the nursery sizing for multiple concurrent applications, and shows that proper nursery sizing is essential for good performance when multiple applications share a cache.
Cache partitioning is a well known technique for handling interference among applications. Our work is complementary to the cache partitioning and future work could consider partitioning along with nursery sizing. The cache partition sizes can be used as an input to our scheme to choose good nursery sizes for a given partitioning configuration.
Conclusion
In this paper, we identify cache contention as an important factor in determining good nursery sizes for applications running in managed languages. To address the problem, we develop a model to understand the impact of cache size on nursery-sizing, and propose a new dynamic nursery sizing scheme, named DNA, that can find good nursery sizes with low overhead. Experimental results show that DNA can significantly improve the system throughput and that changing memory access behavior can be an effective tool in reducing cache contention and improving performance of concurrent programs.
A Artifact Appendix
A.1 Abstract
Our artifact provides a full framework to evaluate the performance of our Dynamic Nursery Allocator. The framework is provided as a Docker image to ensure repeatability and to make setup and running it easy on any platform.
Our framework consists of: 1. The compiled PyPy binary that supports DNA along with the PyPy source code and the DNA source code. 2. The Python and PyPy benchmark suite programs used in the evaluation. 3. Scripts to setup the experiments and automate running the benchmarks. 4. An analysis script to summarize the results as CSV files. 5. Graphing scripts to generate graphs from the CSV files. We additionally provide reference CSV files with the results presented in the paper for inspection and comparison.
A.2 Artifact Check-list (Meta-information)
• Algorithm: Dynamic Nursery Allocator, an online dynamic scheme that automatically adjusts the nursery sizes of multiple managed-language programs running concurrently. 
A.3 Description
A.3.1 How Delivered
The framework is provided as a Docker image and is available for download on ACM DL.
A.3.2 Hardware Dependencies
Our framework will work on any x86_64 machine that supports virtualization. To get comparable results with those provided in the paper, a machine with a configuration similar to Table 2 should be used.
A.3.3 Software Dependencies
All software dependencies have been pre-installed in the provided Docker image. The framework can be run on any machine with Docker installed. However, we recommend using Docker on a Linux operating system for best efficiency and most comparable results. Verify in the Docker settings that the number of CPUs available for a container is not limited and that there is sufficient memory available (i.e. at least 2GB) for the container.
A.4 Installation
After downloading the image, import it in docker and run an interactive shell.
host> docker import pydna.tar pydna host> docker run -it pydna bash docker>
Since the container is already setup, the system should be ready once it enters the docker bash prompt.
A.5 Experiment Workflow
Once in the docker bash prompt, navigate to the runs directory and start the run.
docker> cd python_optimize/benchmarks/pnative/runs docker> ../local_run
The runs directory is setup to run the same benchmark groups as in the paper. The customization section explains how to modify the benchmark groups. For best results, run the experiments with minimal CPU utilization.
A.6 Evaluation and Expected Result
After the experiments finish running, each of the leaf subdirectories has an accumulate_stats.out file which has raw statistics collected from the run including program execution time. Run the compute_throughputs.pl script in the results folder to compare the throughput between runs. docker> cd ../results docker> ./compute_throughputs.pl -n 2 docker> ./compute_throughputs.pl -n 3 docker> ./compute_throughputs.pl -n 4
These commands will generate throughput_*.csv which give the total throughput for each benchmark group when running PyPy with default parameters (i.e. base) and when running it with DNA. An optional -d flag can be used to generate detailed results which have the throughput broken down per application in the benchmark group.
Run the graphing scripts in the results folder to generate graphs from the CSV files.
docker> ./throughput_graph.py <throughput_x.csv> docker> ./improvement_graph.py <throughput_x.csv> For the above commands, replace throughput_x.csv with each of the CSV file names. The throughput_graph.py script will generate the throughput comparison graphs similar to Figures 11-13 in the paper. The improvement_graph.py script will graph the improvements of the benchmark groups instead of raw throughput numbers. It will also print statistics to the terminal. If it is called with a detailed CSV file (which is generated by calling compute_throughputs.pl with a -d flag), then it will also print the maximum improvement of an individual application.
The CSV files can be copied using docker cp to the local machine and then further analyzed using Excel or a scripting language. For comparison, the numbers presented in the paper are also included in the results folder as *paper.csv.
A.7 Experiment Customization
The framework is highly customizeable. The following are some ways in which the framework can be customized (filenames given relative to the pnative folder):
1. results/compute_throughputs.pl can use a different run directory for analysis and can use a different output file name. Use the -h option to view the help. 2. create_groups.pl can randomly generate new benchmark groups. In the file, modify the group_quantities variable, which maps number of benchmarks per group to the number of unique groups to generate. When the script runs, it overwrites the bmgroup.txt file with the new benchmark groups. For comparison, bmgroup_paper.txt includes all the benchmark groups evaluated in the paper. 3. setup.pl creates a new run directory based on the benchmark groups in bmgroup.txt. It is generally executed after running create_groups.pl. It contains variables that determine how many times to run the same benchmark group (max_runs) and the command line arguments for running the different PyPy configurations (py_configs). 4. ../run_int.sh contains the commands used to run the benchmarks. New benchmarks can be added by adding the appropriate environment variables and commands to the file. Benchmarks need to be able to run in a looped fashion encapsulated by a function with the name my_main. The PyPy code uses the my_main function to determine the start and end of one full run of the benchmark.
A.8 Notes
The commented DNA source code can be found at the following path:
/python_optimize/pypy-5.3.1-src/ translated-c-x64-trace3/testing_1/sharedcache.{c,h}
If any of the source files are changed, then PyPy can be recompiled by running make in the testing_1 directory.
A.9 Methodology Information on submission, reviewing, and badging methodology can be found at the following sites:
• http://cTuning.org/ae/submission-20190109.html • http://cTuning.org/ae/reviewing-20190109.html • https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-reviewbadging
